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The computationally tedious problem of considering trial Green's function solutions to the 
fourth-order partial differential equation for a stratified atmosphere flowing over a hill 
is approached using MACSYMA. Significance ofthe problem, solution methodologies and 
CPU time intereomparisons using various computer platforms and other algebra systems are 
discussed. 
1. Introduction 
The ability to accurately characterize atmospheric flow past three-dimensional objects 
can have important environmental consequences if that flow field contains pollutants. As 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is concerned with estimating pollutant 
concentrations in hilly terrain, it becomes necessary to predict the path followed by 
pollutant plumes in the near vicinity of such terrain. The general response of an atmos- 
pheric flow to the presence of  a hill is to accelerate as the streamlines (i.e. air parcel 
trajectories) are forced up and over the hill. If the flow approaching the hill is stably 
stratified, such that the air density falls off rapidly with increasing height, the dense lower 
air will tend to pass around the hill rather than over the top. This in turn allows the 
less-dense air above to pass much closer to the crest of the hill than under "neutral" (i.e. 
no vertical density gradient) stratification conditions. Plumes of pollutants in this flow 
aloft also pass closer to the surface and can generate higher surface concentrations under 
such stably stratified conditions. 
In this paper we show how a computer algebra system may be used to assist in the 
search for appropriate mathematical solutions to this problem. In addition to providing 
the details of a MACSYMA formulation and solution of the problem, we present a CPU 
time comparison of several implementations of the same problem using alternative 
computer algebra systems and different computing platforms. 
2. The Mathematical Problem 
In the ease of neutral atmospheric flow, the problem reduces to solving Laplace's 
equation, V25 = 0, for the potential qb, subject o appropriate boundary conditions. The 
resulting velocity field perturbation v is simply v - -V~b and the problem is effectively 
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solved. The well known Green's function solution to this problem is 
4,o = l/R, (1) 
where R = [x2+y2+ z2] ~12. 
The solution for the arbitrary hill height function, h(x', y'), is then obtained from the 
convolution 
CO 
. . . . .  
I=Re dx' y t - , y -y )q )o t  ,Y,Z) (2) 
- -cO 
and the relation ~b --- OI/Ox. 
In the case of a stably stratified approach flow of uniform speed U and vertical density 
gradient dpo/dz, several authors, including Wurtele (1957), Smith (1980), and Hunt & 
Richards (1984), show that the equivalent integral-differential equation is 
n [~ + @.2  = 0 (3) 
where the super- and subscripts denote integration and differentiation respectively, and 
- dz (4) 
measures the strength of the stratification and g is the gravitational cceleration. Janowitz 
(1984) shows that the Green's function solution to this stratification flow problem is also 
without swirl and therefore is appropriately described by a potential function. Operating 
on Eq. (3) with 02/Ox 2 then yields the fourth-order partial differential equation 
02 
Ox ~ (V2~) + n~V~,O = 0 (5) 
where V~--02/Ox2+O~/Oy 2 is the horizontal Laplacian operator. A more complete dis- 
cussion of the mathematics is provided in Strimaitis et al. (1988). 
A combination of integral transformation techniques, numerical evaluations, and earlier 
studies uggested that the expression 
dp = sin( nRz / d ) l R (6) 
where d = (y2+ za)l/2, might be a solution or at least part of the desired solution; however, 
direct substitution of this trial expression baek into Eq. (3) was considered too tedious 
(i.e, because hundreds of terms are generated)~and error prone (e.g. as a single, sign error 
would inhibit the cancellation of many terms) for human computation. In addition, the 
following factors: 
(i) Eq. (6) does not revert o ~bo = 1/R as n --> 0 
(ii) Eq. (5) may require an additional O/Oz operation for the right-hand side to vanish 
suggested that many different trial solutions might have to be attempted. The problem 
was therefore deemed ideal for a computer algebra system such as MACSYMA. 
3, MACSYMA Formulation 
Below is a MACSYMA session used to test he conjecture. We first define two functions, 
opl and op2 in (C1) and (C2), respectively, corresponding to the differential operators 
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in Eq. (5), The trial function is defined to be "EXP" in (C3) and displayed in (D3), 
where K0, K1 and N are constants. We then ask MACSYMA to evaluate and differentiate 
the expression (EXP) in (D3) in the command line (C4). It takes some 20 CPU minutes 
on a Honeywell 68/DPS to simplify (RATSIMP) and factor (FACTOR) the result, and 
the final expression is shown in (D5). 
Notice that (D5) is independent of K1. This means that the term which K1 multiplies 
in (D3) is an exact solution of the partial differential equation of interest. The K0 portion 
is similarly not a solution and should be discarded by setting K0 =0.0. 
(C1) opl (f):= diff((diff(f, x, 2)+ diff(f, y, 2)+ diff(f, z, 2i)i x, 2)$ 
(C2) op2(f) := n ^ 2*(cliff(f, x, 2) + diff(f, y, 2))$ 
(C3) exp: (k0 - kl*sin( n *sqrt(xA2 + y^2 + zA2) * z~ sqrt(y^2 + z^2) ))/ 
sqrt(xA2 + y^2 + z^2); 
K0-K1 SIN (NZ SQR.T(Z2+ Y2+X2)~ 
sQ,.R'r(z +V5 i/ \ 
(D3) 
SQRT(Z2+ Y~+ X 2) 
(C4) expr: opl(exp) + op2(exp)$ 
Time = 18772 ms 
(C5) factor(ratsimp(expr))$ 
Time = 1232490 ms 
(D5) K0 N2(2Z 2- y2_ X 2) 
(Z2+ y:+X2)5/2 
"i'he cosine of the same argument proved similarly to be a solution and, together witla 
Eq. (2), served as the basis for the practical f ow solver described in Strimaitis et aL (1988). 
4. Conclusions 
We have shown that computer algebra systems are extremely useful tools, especially 
when they can verify conjectures which are beyond the capabilities of persons to perform 
by hand. In our application, we also used MACSYMA to develop and verify exact 
solutions of a fourth-order partial differential equation, 
It is clear that the simplification of this problem is a CPU intensive task. We submitted 
this problem to the Usenet news group, sci,math.symbolic, to see how other systems are 
able to handle this problem. The problem was modified by setting K0 = 0 to be certain 
that all systems returned the same result, namely 0. The problem does not become 
significantly ess difficult with this simplification. A table of the results is given below: 
With several dozen responses, amongst four systems, we have selected a few to make 
a comparison. Such comparisons are difficult because there are a multitude of factors 
which enter into timings uch as the machine itself, the choice of data-structure/representa- 
tion, garbage collection on or off, and modifying the input to take into account specific 
features of the computer algebra systems. This latter factor has an enormous effect as 
seen from the table. Of the scenarios hown, REDUCE has the best performance for this 
problem. A possible reason for this is because REDUCE is optimized for rational function 
computations. However, one reviewer has observed that "judging from the variations in 
time for programs--including a factor of 61 on the same machine with the same underlying 
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User System Machine CPU time (s) 
A. Hearn REDUCE 3.3 SPARCstation 1 4.6 
G. Fee Maple 4.3 Mips M/2000 8 (*) 
G. Carrette DOE-MACSYMA 36 CRAY-Y/MP 15 (*) 
R. Fateman Maxima 4.130 Mips M/120 24 (*) 
S. Christensen Mathematica SPARCstation 1 54 
J. Golden MACSYMA 416.15 Symbolics 3640 59 (*) 
T. McComb Maple 4.2 SPARCstation 1 61 
G. Carrette DOE-MACSYMA 36 VAXSTATION-3100 88 (*) 
G. Carrette DOE-MACSYMA 36 CRAY-Y/MP 667 
R. Pavelle MACSYMA 412.45 Symbolics 3650 1200 
G. Carrette DOE-MACSYMA 36 VAXSTATION-3100 5400 
R. Pavelle MACSYMA 309.1 VAX 11/780 10800 
* = Modified input. 
system (MACSYMA), representation plays an important role. The deliberate use of a 
special rational function representation in MACSYMA provided this substantial speedup. 
Since REDUCE by default uses an efficient rational form, it obtains a substantial benefit 
on this problem without extra effort. However, neither Maple nor Mathematiea use such 
a form, and provide quite good speed compared to 'non-rational' form MACSYMA. 
Presumably improved algorithms are at work in these systems." In addition, this reviewer 
called attention to the reasonably good performance delivered by "stock" workstations 
relative to supereomputers and special-purpose Lisp machines. 
Computer algebra systems tend to offer the user a variety of ways of attacking a problem, 
and optimizing the method to minimize the CPU time may be a ditficult and often 
unproductive task. Whether a particular problem takes an hour or a minute of CPU time 
rarely justifies the additional intellectual effort required. However, one reviewer has 
observed that "for many other problems, including those that need repeated computations 
or are so extensive in their use of time or memory space that they strain or exceed available 
resourcesmit s sometimes possible to make massive improvements by the choice of 
appropriate data structures or algorithms. Computer algebra systems seem to be especially 
sensitive to such choices because some of the algorithms are by nature exponentially 
resource intensive in time or space." 
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